
Kelsey Bjork grew up with a love for fashion & writing.

Now, she's using both to do what she loves most: help

others. 

 

After earning a degree in English from the University of

North Alabama, she became a certified fashion stylist

through Stylist School with Kate Taylor. 

 

Kelsey believes that everyone deserves to feel confident

and her goal is to help women discover their unique style

& confidence through her styling services & blog.
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Instagram

instagram.com/thekelseybjork

Website

kelseybjorkstylist.com

Pinterest

pinterest.com/thekelseybjork

Facebook

facebook.com/kelseybjorkstylist

ONLINE PRESENCE

 

All fashion sets were created using URSTYLE

ABOUT THE STYLING SERVICES

Kelsey's services are available to women virtually

anywhere in the United States. Some services & aspects

of some services are available in-person in Florence,

Alabama. Note: Some services are unavailable during

COVID-19. Visit kelseybjorkstylist.com for updated

info.

The next two pages give details on Kelsey's current

services. If you're a business, influencer, etc. and have a

collab idea that goes beyond these services, please don't

hesitate to contact Kelsey to further discuss your idea.

http://instagram.com/thekelseybjork
http://kelseybjorkstylist.com/
http://pinterest.com/thekelseybjork
http://facebook.com/kelseybjorkstylist


Special Event Packages
VACATION PACKING

For women who don't want to overpack or underpack for a trip

Using the clothing they already own, Kelsey helps create the

perfect packing list based on where they're going, when they're

going, and what they'll be doing

Avaliable virtually via Zoom in the U.S.

PHOTOSHOOT PREP

Kelsey creates outfits for her clients using the clothing they

already own, new pieces, or both

Available virtually via Zoom in the U.S. & partially in Florence,

Alabama

Investment: $120

For women who want help creating the perfect outfits for their

next photoshoot

PHOTOSHOOT ASSISTANT

For women who want outfit advice as well as in-person

help the day of the photoshoot

Leading up to the photoshoot day, Kelsey is avaliable for

style advice via text & email. She assists the day-of by

providing an emergency kit & is the photographer’s extra

pair of eyes 

Available in Florence, Alabama

Investment: $99

Learn More

Investment: $120

Learn More

Learn More

https://www.kelseybjorkstylist.com/work-with-me
https://www.kelseybjorkstylist.com/work-with-me
https://www.kelseybjorkstylist.com/work-with-me


Level-Up Your Style Package
CLOSET CLEANSE

For women who want to discover their personal style & rid their

closet of pieces they no longer need

Via Zoom, Kelsey goes through their clothes for the current

season. She helps them decide what to keep, toss, or donate &

suggests what pieces to buy to fill in the holes in their

wardrobe

Available virtually for those in the U.S.

Investment: $250

PERSONAL SHOPPING

For women who want to discover their personal style & shop for new

clothes. Clients may be tired of their wardrobe or need outfits for

specific occasions

Kelsey helps women find new clothes to buy and helps clients learn

how to shop efficiently on their own

Available virtually via Zoom for those in the U.S. or in Florence,

Alabama

STYLE TRANSFORMATION

For women who want to discover their personal style, cleanse thier

closet, and buy new pieces to fill the holes in their wardrobe

Investment: $250

Kelsey helps women get rid of the clothes they no longer need then

helps them by new pieces

Available virtually via Zoom for those in the U.S. and partially in

Florence, Alabama

Investment: $250

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More

https://www.kelseybjorkstylist.com/work-with-me
https://www.kelseybjorkstylist.com/work-with-me
https://www.kelseybjorkstylist.com/work-with-me
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OPPORTUNITIES TO COLLAB

Shopping Events with Boutiques 

Giveaways

Blog Posts

Instagram Takeover

Brand Ambassadorships

Product Reviews

Branded Videos

Speaking Engagements

"Kelsey was wonderful! Normally, I’m hopeless when it comes to fashion. But Kelsey

created cute new outfits from clothes I already had and took the stress out of shopping!

Working with her was an amazing experience; I’d do it again in a heartbeat!"

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

- Merri Beth Stanfield

CONTACT

Email: 

Website: 

Instagram: 

Messanger: 

Calendly: 

kelseybjorkstylist.com

kelseybjorkstylist@gmail.com

instagram.com/thekelseybjork

facebook.com/kelseybjorkstylist

https://calendly.com/kelseybjorkstylist/

business-chat

Learn More

http://kelseybjorkstylist.com/blog
http://kelseybjorkstylist.com/
http://instagram.com/thekelseybjork
http://facebook.com/kelseybjorkstylist
https://calendly.com/kelseybjorkstylist/business-chat
https://calendly.com/kelseybjorkstylist/business-chat

